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Complex Plasma Experiments 
with Magnetic Fields at MPE 



Magnetic fields are not only an aspect of complex plasmas 

Magnetic fields represent a degree of freedom. 

plasma 



First experiments with magnetic fields in the community 
that triggered our interest in high magnetic fields 

Oxford group:  
Small magnet below the lower electrode showed an influence on the particle 
dynamics (kind of vortex flow). 

Sendai group (N. Sato et al.): 
First rotation experiments using a vertical magnetic field (shown on conference) 

MPE group (U. Konopka et al. (also J. Goree)): 
First rotation experiments at MPE using a permanent magnet below the electrode 
(detailed study of the dynamic behavior with changes in confinement,..) 

Sendai group (N. Sato et al.): 
Detailed study of particle dynamics (rotation) up to 4Tesla (dependence of B). 

Unfortunately we had not much man power since within CIPS we had to operate 
another ~6 experiments including the development of a SpaceStation experiment. 

With the startup of CIPS (Center for interdisciplinary plasma science) the MPE 
decided to built up an own high magnetic field facility for complex plasma. 



From the definition till the first experiment 

2000  Defining the specifications: 
 The definition of the magnet system was based on the wish to be able 
 to reach complex plasmas with magnetized dust particles. Our estimate 
 gave us 4T as a design goal keeping the field homogeneity better than 
 1% in the interresting volume. 

2000/08 Design review: 
 Design of the system was very quick. (Including requesting for quotations 
 on the market). The selected company made an unbeatable offer and was 
 additionally highly qualified (designing magnets for accelerators). 

2002/04 Test of delivered magnet.  
 Estimated delivery time could not be hold (planned 02/2001). 
 Delivery problems of the superconducting wires delayed the process 
 about 12 month. (somebody forgot how to make these wires - not a joke) 

From definition till the magnet was running in the laboratory took about 2,5 years.  



From the definition till the first experiment – in parallel 

2000/08 Setting up the laboratory (after the design was fixed) acording to the 
 needs of the magnet. (Safety / space / power / cooling /..).   

Safety:   - Warning lamps for:      Laser / Magnetic Field 
              - Restrictions for pacemakers, vital electronics, etc. bejond  
                5 Gauss line (VDE 0848) 

Field:     - No ferromagnetic material in surroundings 
   (safety problem and problem for the field homogeneity) 
   (Water/gas-pipes / Concrete iron inlays / heaters, …) 

For a rapid experiment system setup (1-2 years) we estimated a necessity for: 

2 Mech. Eng./ 1Cad-Exp./ 1 Elek. Eng./ 1 Tech./ 1 Scientist 

What was available:     

1 Mech. Eng./ 0.5 Scientists (in the first 2 years) 

Use old, existing parts from parabolic flights / PK-3Nefedov / PK-3Plus. 



From the definition till the first experiment 

Because of the results of one experiment (FILAMENTATION), it seemed 
necessary to develop a completely new plasma device to be able to guarantee 
the observed results in an independent setup (started 2008). 

   -> Design ended up in an extended version to be the new PLASMA-LAB 
       chamber too (Sep 2009 were the first parabolic flight tests). 

2003  First experiments with the PKE-Nefedov chamber (Fountane Experiment) 
2004  First experiments with the IMPF chamber (Rotation / Filamentation) 
2005  Experiment on Filamentation / Diploma Student (M. Schwabe) 
2006  Experiment on Rotation/Confinement / Diploma Student (K. Tichmann) 
2007       .. 



The experiment setup – The superconducting magnet 

Maximum field ~ 4 T 
Homogeneity (between electrodes) < 1%  

Superconducting 
coils 



Labor experiences using the IMPF RF chamber 
Experimental setup 



The experiment setup – plasma chamber and diagnostic 

CCD-Camera 
(1024x768, 30Hz) 

Translation stage 
(z-Motion/Scans) 

Laser λ=686 nm 

Laser sheet 

Transparent electrode 

Port for dispenser 

Vacuum port 
(Gas flow in) 

Vacuum port 
    (pump) 

IMPF-Testchamber 
(Financed by DLR) 



The force balance for a single particle (j) 

0 = mdjg+QjES + QjEC + FijC +  FTj + 
FijS 
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EC   Confinement electric field 

ES   Sheath electric field 
Qj    Particle charge 
mdj    Particle mass 

B 
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The MPE Experiments so far 

Plasma 
filaments 

Potential 
isotropy 

Fountain formation 

Rotation 

Confinement  
measurement 

ωL 

ωH 
simulation 

Waves 

Also an Experiment on carbon particle growth was performed (w. B. Annaratone) 



Some Future Experiments 

O   Examine filaments & potential isotropy in more detail 

O   Measure particle charge as a function of the magnetic field strength 

O    Try to produce crystal structures with ferromagnetic particles 

O    Use ferromagnetism or paramagnetism to change particle 
       interactions and therefore induce phase transition by 
       changing magnetic field strength 

O    Use magnetic field and local confinement to produce defined shear flows 

O    Single particle B deflection to measure the charge (in preparation)!! 

http://www.mpe.mpg.de/www_th/plasma-crystal/4T-MagLab/4T-index.html 

actual news can be found at: 

Probably  much more than 10 years of work 



Summary of some Critical Points 

O   Unexpected delays in construction & system setup might happen 

O   Manpower !!! 

O    Experiment setup: 

 - rest magnetization even of stainless steel – material selection 
 - particle dispensers – piezo electric? 
 - translation devices – piezo electric? 
 - no fast moving metal parts crossing field lines (turbo pump!) 
 - avoid any electronics with ferrule transducers (saturation) 
   (-> matching networks with air coils) 

O   Field homogeneity influenced by nearby ferromagnetic material like 

 heaters, pipes, motors, cranes, … also a saftety problem 

O    General safety handling 
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Dust cload rotation for low magnetic fields B~0.015T 



Dust cload roation in very low magnetic fields 

Particles:   

     MF 4.38 µm 

Pressure p:  

     10 Pa (Ne) 

Voltage Upp: 

      64 Vpp 

Magnetic field B: 

     only earth 

     magnetic field 

Frame rate: 30 frames/s, Field of view: 18 mm x 13.5 mm 

Bext= 0 mT 



Dust cload roation in very low magnetic fields 

Bext= 0 mT 

Bext= -0.1 mT 

Bext= -0.2 mT 

At about -0.1 mT the rotation direction changed. 
 -> compensation of Earth magnetic field and magnetisation of chamber 



„Saturation“ of rotary motion at higher fields? 

At low fields (0.0T – 0.1T) the plasma confinement itself is changing 
substantially (can be seen from structure change; disc -> ring -> disc)  



A ‚monolayer‘ in a filamented rf-plasma 
Experiment parameters (Partikels MF 7.17 µm diameter, Setup I): 
o pressure     p (Pa, Air):               20                  20   ►  10 
o field          B(T):                 0.23  ► 1.00              1.00  Upp = 300 V 



A ‚monolayer‘ in a filamented rf-plasma 

Experiment parameters (Partikels MF 7.17 µm diameter, Setup I): 
o pressure     p (Pa, Air):               20                  20   ►  10 
o field          B(T):                 0.23  ► 1.00              1.00  Upp = 300 V 



The plasma glow experiment 
Experiment parameters (Setup II): 
o pressure     p (Pa, Ar):    1.9    1.3    1.2    1.2    1.2    1.2 
o voltage      Upp (V):        53     63     69     81     97   111  

Side-View Top-View 

B = 1.2 T 

Field of view: 

18.9 mm x 14.2 mm 



Possible explanations with respect to different scaling length 

rL_Ar 
rL_N? 

rL_Dt 

rL_Dv 

rL_e 

λin(Ar,1Pa) 

λin(Ar,20Pa) 

Typical filament size 

Region for onset of 
filamentation 

Streaming dust (8mm/s) 

Thermal dust 
(m=2.9·10-13kg, Q~104e) 

o The filaments seems to appear when the ions get magnetized? 

o The circular motion of the dust particles is NOT related to their dust particle 
   Larmor radius 



The experimental plasma parameter space (B>1T) 
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2.55 µm  
Particles 
PAr=5 Pa 
UPP=55 V 

B=1.0T 

B=1.4T 

homogeneous 
plasma 



Summary on Filaments 

o The micro particles rotate around the filaments -> Iondrag? 

o The filaments radial size and distances (without dust particles) 
   seems to weakly depending on the discharge power. But with in- 
   creasing power the filament structure changes from spots 
   to ring shaped plasma columns. 

o Filaments appear at low pressures (typ. a few Pa), low discharge 
   powers, and high magnetic fields (about 0.8 T and higher). They 
   dissapear after increasing  power, pressure or decreasing the  
   magnetic field strength. 

o Filaments show up as void column structures in a dusty plasma. 

o Filaments can move like particles or arrange like crystals. 



The particle screening 



The isotropy of the structure (shielding) 

To identify possible unisotropic 
behavor of the system we measure the 
Interparticle spacing from a top view 
and a side view image via gH(r) and 
gV(r).  

Top-view (18 mm x 13.5 mm) 

Side-view (15.2 mm x 4 mm) 



Isotropy and density behavior results (field dependence) 

Experiment parameters: 
Particles:                         MF 4.38 µm 

Pressure p:                         20 Pa (Ne) 

Voltage Upp:                           67 Vpp 

Magnetic field B:      0.00 T – 2.00 T 

Observations: 

 o with increasing B the horizontal 

    interparticle distance increases too 

 o the vertical interparticle distance 

    seems to be independent of B 



Isotropy and density behavior results (field dependence) 

Interparticle spacings behavor changes with B in this case 

Is the screening horizontally inhibited? 



Particle growth and  
rotary particle motion (side view) 

p=1mBar, 
B=0.2 -> 0.45 T 



Particle growth and  
rotary particle motion (side view) 

p=1mBar, 
B=0.4 -> 0.1 T 





kx 

x1 

y1 

Bz >>  1 

 Wave dispersion relation of a two-dimensional plasma crystal  
under vertical magnetic field.      - theoretical analysis - 

•  A triangle structure with hexagonal symmetry  
   in a two-dimensional plane.  

•  Yukawa type inter-particle potential.  

•  Magnetic field Bz is pointing perpendicular  
　to particle layer.  

•  Wave is assumed to propagate perpendicular to Bz    　
with a displacement  perpendicular to Bz.  

•  We analyze the wave vector of x direction kx. 

 - Equations of motion on each dust particle - - Key parameters - 

 Γ  :   potential energy / kinetic energy 
            ( Td  :  dust temperature) 

B   :   external magnetic field. 

- Model - 

Longitudinal  

Transverse  



•  We get the well known, independent longitudinal and transverse wave mode at ωc = 0. 

•  The longitudinal and transverse mode are coupled by the Lorentz force. 

Longitudinal mode Transverse mode 

•  G. Uchida et al.,. 

•  The dispersion relation has a high-frequency ωH and a low-frequency ωL branch. 

•  High-frequency branch has a cut-off at ωc. 

κ =1.0

Dependence on magnetic field strength 

without B with B 

Dispersion relation under magnetic filed 



Labor experiences using the IMPF RF chamber 
A Transparent Top Electrode 

A transparent (ITO-covered) conducting (RF) top electrode was introduced. 

camera 

camera 

New single electrode (Ø ≈ 80mm, groove Ø ≈ 40 mm, 1 mm depth) 
used for potential measurements, single particle manipulation 

a single 
particle 



mg 

mg·sin(α) 

α 

Fc(x)= 

Labor experiences using the IMPF RF chamber 
The Electrode System 
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